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Our Mission
Blue Hill Foundation is the 24% co-owner of the Blue Hill
Mine, a mining project almost the size of the entire country
of Lichtenstein, forecasted to have one of the largest copper
reserves in Asia.
Blue Hill Mine will sell 30% via a Security Token Oﬀering
(STO) to raise seed money to continue exploratory drilling
and raise the mine from where it is today up-to international standards in order to place the Blue Hill Mine on the
Toronto Stock Market. Blue Hill Foundation is a gateway to
the Blue Hill Mining Security Token Oﬀering (STO) at a
preferential price.
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Blue Hill Foundation (BHF) are unregulated tokens that have
the rights to the co-ownership of the Blue Hill Mine (concession numbers 14307 X & 14308 X). They can be considered “programmable ownership ” such as Bitcoin is considered “programmable money“.
Funds raised via Initial Coin Oﬀering (ICO ) and Security
Token Oﬀering (STO ) in 2014 went from US$16 million to
over US$7.5 billion in 2018. STO’s are the future, with a
trade expected to reach over US$20 trillion by 2020, thus
making it a useful seeding tool. Through the BHF tokens our
mission is to maximize proﬁts for the tokens holders in the
following 5 steps;
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PREFERENTIAL
PRICE

B.H.MINING-STO

EXCHANGE

APPRECIATION

BUYBACK
PLAN

Blue Hill Foundation aims
to sell a part ownership of
Blue Hill Mine and will be
responsible for the
pre-sales to launch
B.H.Mining-STO. Early
participants can therefore
beneﬁt from a preferential
price before the
B.H.Mining-STO.

The proceeds obtained
from the sale of the BHF
tokens during the token
sale will be used to ﬁnance
the Blue Hill Mining
Security Token Oﬀering
(B.H.Mining-STO).

BHF tokens will be
exchanged for Blue Hill
Mining (BHM) tokens, (1
for 1) after the BHM-STO
launch. Tokens holders
can freely trade (buy or
sell) their tokens via a
crypto exchange. BHM
tokens will be listed on a
crypto exchange for
US$0.45 (although prices
may vary once listed on
the crypto exchange).

The idea is to prove the
estimated reserves to
international standards
using the best advisors in
the mining industry. Very
high levels of resources
have been discovered
while researching only 10%
of the mine area.
Additionally, more drillings
will be made to discover
the value of the remaining
90% of the surface area of
the Blue Hill Mining project.

By using an accepted
valuation formula of 20% to
30% of the total Blue Hill
Mining resources at current
market value, BHF Token’s
forecasted retail price is
valued at over US$30 per
token. Blue Hill Mining
projects will be evaluated
from Q3-2022 onwards to
perform a buyback plan via
a stock market listing once
the underlying value of Blue
Hill Mining project will be
equal to US$30 per BHM
token.
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Why use Blockchain
The Blockchain is an incorruptible digital ledger of economic transactions that can be programmed to record not just
ﬁnancial transactions but virtually everything of value.
Information held on a Blockchain exists as a shared and
continually reconciled database. The Blockchain database
is not stored in any single location, meaning the records it

keeps are truly public and easily veriﬁable, staying on the
Blockchain permanently. Blue Hill Foundation will bring
more eﬃciency and transparency using Blockchain
technology in the below mentioned 5 ways, revolutionizing
the mining industry that is still ineﬀective and opaque in
the traditional way.

Data Loging

Certiﬁcation

The Platform

Liquidity

Free Market

By using BlockchainTechnology Blue Hill Mining will
accurately data-log all
information from
ownership to quantity and
quality of production,
logistics, storage, sales
and international trade,
accepted on the ledger
Blockchain.

Blue Hill Mining allows
Multinational Companies
to have access to certiﬁed,
ethically sourced raw
materials and concentrates using barcodes that
will be traced in real-time
via Blockchain showing
exactly where the raw
materials were mined and
how they where
transported.

Through our Blue Hill Mining
Platform, we will develop a
peer-to-peer service
connecting mine-companies, smelters, logistic
companies, banks and
multinational companies
cutting out the middlemen
and locking up orders in the
mining industry. This
platform is part of the
B.H.Mining STO.

Tokenizing the Blue Hill
Mining project enables
investors to gain access to
secondary markets based
on a market price. The
BHF security tokens
enable immediate
settlement on trading
exchanges, allowing
investments to act quickly
and eﬃciently.

Most investor's
transactions lack
exposure to a global
investor base, but security
tokens open the door to a
24/7 worldwide market.
Since many fees
associated to ﬁnancial
transactions are due to
middlemen, security
tokens are an interesting
way to bypass much of
these fees.

Raw material demand, prices & estimations
Over 8 years of geological planning has gone into the Blue
Hill Mining project, with results indicating large volumes of
Copper, Nickel, Cobalt, and Gold in a target area of less
than 10% of the surface area.

COPPER

NICKEL

The Blue Hill Mine is providing essential commodities to
develop our future, especially the demand from the electric
vehicle and smartphone industries.

COBALT

GOLD

Rising electric vehicle sales to play
signiﬁcant part, as pure
battery-powered cars use about
four times the amount of copper
than conventional internal
combustion engines, with China
expected to drive half of the global
demand over the next ﬁve years.

Nickels demand is to surge
tenfold by 2025. Mass
production of electric vehicles
will transform the nickel market.
The amount of nickel utilized in
batteries is projected to increase
17 times the current level by
2025.

Cobalt Demand to Soar 4,500%
by 2030.The spot price of cobalt
has experienced an increase of
150% since the start of 2016.
Cobalt demand projected to
surge from current 2,000 tons to
100,000 tons by 2030.

The main factor that fuelled the
demand for gold is a high level of
uncertainty observed in the
global economy at the moment.
People always rush towards
refuge commodities like gold
when the economy is faltering.

Price based on Q1-2019 LME
US$6,140/ton.

Price based on Q1-2019 LME
US$12,400/ton.

Price based on Q1-2019 LME
US$30,000/ton.

Price based on Q1-2019 LME
US$1,300/ounce.

Estimated Copper reserves
Blue Hill Mining Project
1,400,000 -5,900,000 tons.

Estimated Nickel reserves
Blue Hill Mining Project
2,005,560 -4,550,000 tons.

Estimated Cobalt reserves
Blue Hill Mining Project
165,888 -638,280 tons.

Estimated Gold reserves
Blue Hill Mining Project
391 -1,651 tons.
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Guarantee, Transferability & Vesting Period
Blue Hill Foundation aims to sell 24% ownership of Blue Hill
Mine to Blue Hill Mining Security Token Oﬀering (B.H.Mining-STO). This co-ownership on the Blue Hill Mine will be
locked up via the fully regulated and asset back BHM token.
Once BHF tokens are exchanged for the fully Swiss regulated BHM tokens, you will be part owner of the Blue Hill Mine.

Each token has the rights to (0.00000004%) co-ownership of
Blue Hill Mine, that can be freely traded (buy or sell) for ﬁat
money via Bitcoin. To protect the token price and interest of
the token holders the BHF tokens have a vesting period of 3,
6 and 9 months.

Asset Backed

Market Value

Cash

BHF are unregulated tokens that has the rights
to the co-ownership of the Blue Hill Mine
concession numbers 14307X & 14308X.

The Blue Hill Mining project is almost the size of
the entire country of Liechtenstein, forecasted
to have the largest copper reserves in Asia.
According to an accepted valuation formula of
20% to 30% of the total Blue Hill Mining resources,
at current market value, the tokens will have a
ROI of 334 times its
current value.

Once the tokens are listed on the crypto
exchanges, token holders can freely trade (buy
or sell) their tokens for ﬁat money via Bitcoin
at any time. They may also hold the tokens to
maximize proﬁts via the buyback plan.

Benefits
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Packs
By using Bitcoin you can buy the BHF tokens in 3 diﬀerent packages. Please note this oﬀer can change without prior notice,
please visit our website for the best current oﬀer www.bluehillfoundation.com (investment can only be done via Bitcoin).
For any further questions please contact us on info@bluehillfoundation.com.

PACK 1

PACK 2

PACK 3

Value
N. tokens
% Extra tokens
Extra tokens
Total tokens
Discount token value May (€)
Estimated value May (US$)

247€
3,920
0%
0
3,920
€0.063
US$0.07

997€
15,825
16,67%
2,637
18,462
€0.054
US$0.06

4,997€
79,317
40%
31,727
111,044
€0.045
US$0.05

Token price for June
Token price for July
Token price for August

US$0.075
US$0.08
US$0.09

US$0.065
US$0.07
US$0.08

US$0.05
US$0.55
US$0.06

Disclaimer
You are viewing a version of the Lightpaper from 04th of June 2019. Changes to the
business, technical and legal models may be made in the future. Check the Blue Hill
Foundation website for the latest version of this Lightpaper. Nothing contained in this
Lightpaper constitutes investment, legal or tax advice. Neither the information nor any
opinion contained in this Lightpaper constitutes a solicitation or an oﬀer to buy or sell any
securities, futures, options or other ﬁnancial instruments.
The materials in this Lightpaper are provided "AS IS” and without warranties of any kind
(either express or implied). The English language Lightpaper is the primary oﬃcial source
of information. In the event of any conﬂicts or in inconsistency in translations the oﬃcial
English LightPaper shall prevail.
Certain statements contained in this Lightpaper, including, without limitation, statements
containing the words “potential,” “estimated,” “estimations“, “plans,” “expects,”
“anticipates,” "targets," "goals," and words of similar import, constitute “forward-looking
statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and
other factors that may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Blue Hill
Foundation (“Blue Hill Foundation” or the “Company”) to be materially diﬀerent from any
future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.
Such factors include, among others, the following: general economic and business
conditions in those areas in which the Company operates; demographic changes;
competition; ﬂuctuations in market interest rates; changes in credit quality; and the
Company’s ability to successfully market its products. Given these uncertainties, undue
reliance should not be placed on such forward-looking statements.

The Company disclaims any obligation to update any such factors or to announce publicly
the results of any revisions to any of the forward-looking statements contained herein to
reﬂect future events or developments except as required by law.
The Lightpaper does not carry any right of publication or disclosure to any other party. No
person may treat this Lightpaper as constituting either an oﬀer to sell, or a solicitation of
an oﬀer to buy, any interest in the investment. Any oﬀering of securities may be made
only pursuant to written oﬀering documents, in compliance with federal and applicable
state securities laws.
The investment is available only to qualiﬁed individuals or entities, and potential investors
should perform their own due diligence regarding the investments and tax treatment of
such investments. This Lightpaper may not contain all the details and information
necessary for you to decide or evaluate. The Company does not take responsibility for the
accuracy or the completeness of the information contained herein or makes any
assurances for such information.
This Lightpaper is not and does not purport to be an appraisal of the assets, stock or
business referenced herein. Neither this Lightpaper nor any of its contents may be used
for any other purpose without the prior written consent of Blue Hill Foundation.
Investment in the BHF tokens discussed herein involves a high degree of risk and any
Investor may lose part or all their investment. Accordingly, prospective investors should
consider carefully the above risk factors, which represent only a limited number of
selected risk factors in addition to the other information concerning the Company and its
business contained in this Lightpaper, if there are other risk factors associated with BHF
tokens. The Company undertakes no obligation to update the information provided
herein.

